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Satellite Technology 

It is a comprehensive technology that unlocks the potential of a series of new 
services. 
 
SATELLITE CAPABILITIES: 
-  real-time navigation 
-  rapid positioning 
-  precise timing 
-  location reporting  
-  short message communication 

services 

SMART CITY WITH LOW RISK 
OF DISASTERS 
-  Wearable technology 
-  Artificial intelligence 
-  IOT 
-  Internet plus 
-  Mobile communication 
-  Network Security 

Big data analysis 
Data mining  
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What is satellite technology? 

Satellite-based Network  
A	  spa&al	  informa&on	  network	  infrastructure	  
that	  provides	  all-‐&me,	  all-‐weather	  and	  high-‐
accuracy	  posi&oning,	  naviga&on,	  &ming,	  
Internet	  transmission	  and	  communica&on	  
services.	  	  
	  
ü  small	  satellite	  constella&ons	  	  
ü  	  ground	  based	  augmenta&on	  systems	  	  
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What is satellite technology? 

•  GEO,	  IGSO	  and	  MEO	  satellites	

space	  segment	

• master	  control	  sta&ons	
•  &me	  synchroniza&on/uplink	  sta&ons	
• monitoring	  sta&ons	

ground	  segment	

•  chips,	  modules	  and	  antennae	
•  terminals,	  applica&on	  systems	  and	  
applica&on	  services	

user	  segment	

Technical research and development in the areas of satellites, atomic clocks 
and signals are strengthened to improve service performance 
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What is satellite technology? 

Compa;bility	  
	  
• compa&ble	  with	  mul&ple	  
naviga&on	  satellite	  systems	  and	  
terminals	  
• integra&ng	  naviga&on	  and	  
communica&on	  	  

High precision 
 
• Bidirectional high-precision 
    timing  
• Maintaining spatio-temporal 
•  reference 

Two characteristics 



Satellite Technology 

Satellite Services 
•Consumer Services 

• Satellite Television 
• Satellite Radio 
• Satellite Broadband 

•Fixed Satellite Services 
• Transponder Agreements 
• Managed Network Services 

•Mobile Satellite Services 
• Mobile Data 
• Mobile Voice 

•Remote Sensing 
•Space Flight 

Management Services 
 
Satellite Manufacturing 
•Satellite Manufacturing 
•Component and Subsystem Manufacturing 

Launch Industry 
•Launch Services 
•Vehicle Services 
 
Ground Equipment 
•Network Equipment 

• Gateways 
• Control Stations 
• Very Small Aperture Terminals 
(VSATs) 

•Consumer Equipment 
• Direct Broadcast，Satellite (DBS) 
Dishes 
• Mobile satellite terminals 
(including satellite phones) 
• Digital Audio Radio Service (DARS) 
Equipment 
• Global Positioning System (GPS) 
Stand-alone Hardware 
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Application field 

Traditional areas Emerging industries 

Marine Fishery Hydrological Monitoring 

Weather Forecasting 

Precision Agriculture 

Forest Fire Prevention Surveying and Mapping 

Urban Gas 

Land and Resources Vehicle Navigation 

Power Dispatch 

Emergency Rescue 

And More… 

Smart Wearable Devices Drone Control 

Driverless Car Facial Recognition 

Distance Learning 

Remote Medical Treatment 
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Satellite Industry Revenue 

Source：2017 Satellite Industry Report 
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Source：2017 Satellite Industry Report 

2016 Satellite Industry Revenue 



2016 Satellite Industry Revenue 

l Mobile satellite services grew 5% 
Ø operators to provide maritime, airborne, 
and some other mobility services 

l Fixed satellite services decreased by 
3% 

l Earth observation services revenues 
grew 11% 
Ø  Continued growth by established satellite 
remote sensing companies. 

l Total satellite ground equipment 
revenues increased 7%. 

l Network equipment increased 7% 
Ø including but not limited to in-flight 
connectivity services 
 
l Satellite navigation (GNSS, for global 
navigation satellite systems) grew 8% 
Ø Chipsets supporting location-based services 
in mobile devices; traffic information 
systems; GNSS avionics in aircraft, maritime, 
and rail 
 
l Consumer equipment for satellite TV, 
radio, broadband, and mobile satellite 
terminals (non-GNSS) revenues grew 1%  

2016 Satellite Service Revenue 2016 Ground Equipment Revenue 
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Disaster risk reduction   
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Overview（2005-2015） 

•  US$520 billion/yr economic loss 

•  26 million people fell into poverty 

•  +700,000 people lost their lives 

•  +1.5 billion people affected by the disaster. 

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) aims to 
reduce the damage caused by natural 
hazards like earthquakes, floods, 
droughts and cyclones, forest fire; and 
man-made hazard like environment 
pollution, nuclear radiation and chemical 
pollution, through an ethic of prevention. 



The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030 
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•  Priority 1: Understand disaster risk. 
•  Priority 2: Strengthen disaster risk governance to manage 
                     disaster risk. 
•  Priority 3 : Invest in disaster risk reduction for resilience. 
•  Priority 4: Enhance disaster preparedness for effective response  
                     and to “Build Back Better” in recovery, rehabilitation      
                     and reconstruction. 
 

Chinese Government proposed  “National comprehensive disaster risk 
reduction Scheme (2016-2020)” to support Sendai Framework.  



v  In March 2018, Chinese government has established Ministry of 
Emergency Management  

 

v  The corresponding new integrate emergency rescue team managed by 
Ministry of emergency management department has more than 200000 
people, includes the original police fire forces, the armed police forest 
units, and other emergency rescue teams such as safety production.  
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Disaster Risk Reduction work in China  



Integrated Meteorological Observation System 

There are 2424 national ground obser-
ving stations in China, include space-
based, ground-based, sky-based 
observing and remote sensing system.  
 
The platform of our national climate 
monitoring system, weather observ-
ation system, national and regional 
meteorological observation system  
 
Joint program of Global Earth Obser-
vation System of System (GEOSS). 
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DRR services based on business rules 

The spirit of humanitarian relief should be advocated and the developing 
countries are supposed to be provided more humanitarian aid. However, we 
cling to the belief that DRR services based on business rules can be 
sustainable. 
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Humanitarian	  
aid	  

Government	  
support	  	  

Technical	  
innova;on	  	  

Market	  
mechanism	  

Professional	  
rescue	  team	  

Government and society are 
supposed to increase investment in 
DRR, improve the research level 
and of disaster reduction and 
rescue, improve corresponding 
capacity, and increase the infra-
structure of early warning and 
monitoring system for disaster 
reduction, so that early detection, 
urgent response and timely rescue 
can be achieved. 



DRR services based on business rules 

§  We suggest that government should approve appropriate institutions or 
corporation to formulate commercial rescue company, which can raise 
funds, own and use professional equipment, train professional rescue 
personnel, plan in disaster prevention and rescue activity in 
corresponding disaster prone area as well as surrounding region, provide 
normalization of training, in order to satisfy the needs of DRR. 

§  The establishment of the above commercial rescue companies should also 
be based on humanitarian relief, but they will generally conform to 
business rules with priority. Certainly, the business rule should be 
consistent with local social cognition and recognition. Different countries 
and regions should be different. 
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The commercial satellite-based DRR service 

Geographic information and DRR service 
platform, with real-time data transmission, 
which is based on high precision satellite 
navigation technique integrated with various 
type of hazard detection sensors. 
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The commercial satellite-based DRR service 

Portable hazard measurement and control terminals service which can be used in 
collection of disaster site data for search and rescue via on-site air drop and 
directional delivery. 
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Employ autonomous vehicle, robot with AI 
artificial intelligence and rescue technology 
and other intelligent device in dangerous 
region involve radiation,  pestilence or 
other unclear evils, in order to quickly 
carry out emergence rescue and avoid 
secondary injury to rescue teams.  

The commercial satellite-based DRR service 
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Satellite telecommunication serves for DRR 

Mobile Satellite Communication systems such as Inmarsat and domestic Tiantong as 
well as beidou short-message communication can play a key role in DRR. 
Fundamentally, they can provide various communication service like telephone voice, 
fax, image, data, location tracking and video during emergency rescue. They guarantee 
emergency communication and news communication. 

Mobile Satellite Communication systems consist of satellite, ground station and 
terminal. Integration of positioning service and portable observe and control terminals 
of different hazard monitoring sensors will be a mainstream in following DRR. 
Through delivery of different such terminals to the hazard fields to collect real-time 
data and make communication with commander center will greatly improve the 
automatic, quantitative and precision level of disaster risk and damage evaluation. 
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Technique of satellite navigation serves for DRR 
Global satellite navigation system, with assistance of diverse sensor systems, can provide 
high-precision location-based service and timing service for DRR in real-time hazard 
warning, rescue management, urgent telecommunication and resilience of infrastructure.  
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1.  Shandong Province : 17 cities and 179 counties 
equipped with vehicle-based emergency commander 
Beidou terminal receiver for DRR. 

2.  Nanjing City :The intelligent Beidou monitoring and 
warning system for geological hazard is in operation. 

3.  Shanghai: 260 Beidou terminal equipments for 
hazard warning and emergency rescue. 

4.  Hubei province: Automatic water regime forecasting 
system for South-to-North Water Transfer Project 
based on Beidou technology. 

5.  Hainan province: Beidou system platform  for 
provide warning information of typhoon Carew. 

6.  Henan province: Beidou platform enhance the 
monitoring level of fire prevention of critical forest 
region to 60%.  



Satellite Remote sensing and GIS 

Satellite remote sensing has the characteristics of quick acquisition of great volume of 
information, full-day operation and limited conditions for use. Now it has become a 
critical supporting technology for dynamic disaster monitoring and loss assessment.  
 
An integrated application and information service platform for DRR, with spatial 
information and the cultural, social and geographical features and regional hazard 
data as auxiliary data sources stored in the geographic information system, can be 
established based on the mentioned satellite techniques. It is supposed to have the 
ability of product customization and provide a global DRR service. 
 
As a comprehensive geospatial information service platform. The data needed for 
DRR must integrate different sources of information, including: household surveys, 
government censuses, geospatial and Earth observations data, administrative 
registers, quality of services surveys, volunteered geospatial information, Big Data, 
etc. 
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Smart	  Sensors	
Satellite Positioning 

Systems 

Public	  Informa;on	  
Services	

High	  Performance	  GIS	  PlaDorm	  
With	  

AI	  +	  VA	  technology	

Facility 
Management 

Big data  
Support 

Info. Integration Decision  
Support 

Open access 
services 

High accuracy location 
info. 

Sensor big 
data 

High Performance GIS Platform (HiGIS) for Business Resilience 
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•  Real-time monitoring of the operating 
state of the facilities 

•  More accurate positioning of facilities 

•  Comprehensive facility information 
query 

•  More optimized plan for  facility usage 

•  Reduce the maintenance cost of the 
lifecycle of the facilities 

HiGIS based Facility Management for Business Resilience 

HiGIS provide geospatial data storing, 
retrieving, processing, displaying and 
sharing with high performance, 
availability, scalability, flexibility, 
interoperability, extensibility. 
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•  Precise spatial temporal data integration 
from Multi data source  

•  Extensible service integration from 
multi disciplinary business 

•  Optimal combination of different 
business process models 

•  Efficient spatial temporal information 
fusion 

HiGIS based Information Integration for Business Resilience 

The public government GIS platform of an 
ethnic minority state based on HIGIS technique 
has integrated huge geospatial, statistical 
information and other government data to 
realize more than 40 governmental application 
and management platform. It has been released 
with 3 specific versions to serve government, 
commerce and public, respectively. 
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•  Visual analysis for spatial  big data in 
real-time 

•  Manifold means and visual style of 
analysis  

•  Widely used big data processing 
framework 

•  Deep integration with cloud computing 

Spatial Big Data Support for Business Resilience 
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•  Parallel analysis model of massive spatial 
temporal data 

•  Speedy classification of crises and clustering of 
events 

•  Estimation of the impact and the prediction of 
the trend of resilience 

HiGIS based Decision Support for Business Resilience 

A disaster reference library based on the long-
time experience data analysis from the above 
platform can enhance capabilities of DRR 
through system interdisciplinary collaboration 
and provide new tools. 
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Smart City Blueprint  
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Smart mobility Smart life Smart government Smart economy 



Business Resilience and Smart City 

v  Business resilience,” that is, how to ensure society and company can continue 
creating value in the face of disasters, both natural and manmade. It highlights 
system condition of interdependencies among businesses and communities, so 
inevitably involves post-resilience of power, communication, rescue, 
transportation, water and food resource, medical service and finance, etc. 

 
v  For industry and application in response to business resilience, smart city 

would be highlighted in terms of smart pipe network, smart power system,  
smart security event monitoring system, smart transportation, digital ocean, 
etc. 

v  Consequently, to promote business resilience alternatively could indicate to 
quickly restore the normal operation of a damaged region with the assistance 
of system interdependencies of public-service platform of smart city. 
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Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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1. To make logistic and container throughput more efficient 

Throughput management system: 
•  Achieve centimeter-level positioning of port 

operation; 
•  Monitor port operators and vehicle  
•  Have E-fence that stipulates the scope of 

drivers and vehicles ; 
•  Regulate driving behavior and reduce risks 
•  Automatically generate various types of 

reports. 

Busy Port in Hong Kong  

Capture and analysis 
•  instantaneous speed 
•  mileage 
•  fuel consumption 
•  engine information 
•  the number of trips 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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BDS Time is coming to HK soon ! 

2. To make HK Time more reliable 

•  Offer	  &me	  reference	  for	  &me	  synchroniza&on	  and	  orbital	  
determina&on.	  

•  Offer	  precise	  satellite	  clock	  data	  products	  
•  Independently	  developed	  by	  Chinese	  scien&sts	  	  
•  Be	  applied	  to	  areas	  that	  have	  high	  demand	  on	  reliable	  and	  

accurate	  &ming:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  e.g.	  	  Mobile	  communica&on,	  finance,	  	  electric	  power,	  etc.	  
  

BDS time service monitoring  

Types	   Applica;ons	   Characteris;cs	  
The	  Cesium	  
atomic	  clock	  

GPS	   ground	  &me	  reference	  

The	  Rubidium	  
atomic	  clock	  

GPS,	  Galileo	  
GNSS,BDS	  

Cheap	  but	  less	  precise	  

The	  Hydrogen	  
atomic	  clock	  

GNSS,	  BDS	   naviga&on	  &me	  
maintenance	  	  



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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3. To make HK citizens enjoy smarter weather  

With more precise monitoring and 
prediction: 
 
•  Provide impact-based weather 

forecasts and warnings 
•  Provide intelligent and more 

personalized weather services 
•  Create added-value weather services  
•  Create a more livable, green and 

climate resilient city 
 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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4. To make HK visitors experience better 
58.47 million visits in 2017   3.2%  

High building丨narrow roads丨complicated blocks 

We already have: 
•  a newer and high-accuracy constellation 
•  stable ground based augmentation systems  

283m 

Reporting: 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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5. To make medical service smarter 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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6. To optimize and upgrade industrial structure of HK 

•  Satellite system in the Asia-Pacific region is more densely distributed and has 
higher accuracy.  

•  After the whole satellite system is completed in the future, it will have more 
advantages than GPS  along the “Belt and Road” while in Asia pacific region. 

Industrial upgrade: 
•  Strengthen the effect of scale economies 
•  Greatly reduce production cost in related industries 
•  Drive commerce and new entrepreneurial ideas for new start-up 

companies 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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7.  To promote smart environment 
Integrated geological and environmental monitoring system can be developed with 
assistance from multi-domain observations 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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8.  To make pipeline network more smart 
Develop the integrated smart pipeline network information system through 

Integration of data of different pipeline systems into HIGIS platform of smart city. 

Ø Smart monitoring system for oil and gas 
pipeline network  

Ø Intelligent gas 
pipeline network 
management 
system 
 

Ø Comprehensive 
city pipeline 
network 
information 
system 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 

 

v  Involve the whole network of 

power generation, transmission, 

transformation, distribution and 

power grid monitoring. 

v  Information construction primarily 

in perception, transmission, cloud 

platform and application; hence 

realize real-time power data 

storage, analyze, integration and 

share in cloud platform 
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9.  To make power system more smart 

Smart power network inspection 

Intelligent power monitoring system  



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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10.  To make security event monitoring system more smart 

v  Automatic security monitoring system of 
tunnel and bridge 

v  Smart security monitoring systems for dam 
v  Intelligent subgrade compaction monitoring 

system 
v  Security monitoring and early 

warning system of subway tunnel 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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11.  To make railway system more smart 
v  Railway and tunnel early warning system 
v  Security monitoring  and tracking system 

of Engineering vehicle  
v  Light rail safety monitoring and 

dispatching system 

Real-time data collection of 
the train position and status.  
 
Ensure centralized intelligent 
dispatching and safety of 
railway transportation. 

v  Safety monitoring system for 
telecommunication tower 

v  Railway fence network monitoring system 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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12.  To make transportation more smart 
The urban transportation management and simulation system can be developed by 
embedding traffic parallel system and simulation system into integrated urban 
HiGIS platform. 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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13.  To promote smart mobility p  EID 

p  Real-time positioning 

p  status surveillance  

p  Emergency short message       

communication 

p 4G telecommunication 

p  Early warning 

p  Track query 

p Electric Fence 

Public vehicle supervision system 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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14.  To make ocean management more smart 

v  Structure safety monitoring 
system for offshore platform; 

v Marine emergency rescue 
system; 

v Marine route and status 
monitoring management 
system; 

v  Coastal command and 
dispatch management system 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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•  Electric fence 
•  Face recognition  
•  Real-time positioning 

15.  To promote smart citizens emergency management and rescue 

①  Acquisition and surveillance of 

disaster information 

②  Command and dispatch distribution 

for emergency rescue 

③  Arrangement and monitoring of 

disaster relief materials 

④  On-site search and rescue of survive 

personnel 

⑤  Disaster information release service 

•  Emergency alarm 
•  Trace search 

Anti-lost watch for needed service 



Satellite technology in construction of smart city 
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745,000 parking lots  VS  over 7 million people 

16. To make car parking much easier  

Satellite technology helps: 
•  Match vehicles and idle parking lot 
•  Share parking lots 
•  Alleviate traffic congestion 
•  Achieve profits for all stakeholders 
 

No.1 Average price worldwide 
  
in 2005 :HK$396,000  
In 2017: HK$1.47 million      270%  



Final words 
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cooperation and innovation 

We take care about the development of the world and changes brought by 
innovation of science and technology. Although harm, loss and injury caused by 
natural disasters cannot be fundamentally avoided, a high-level DRR service 
system with respect to humanitarian relief and more consistent with market rules 
would be attainable through the efforts of the whole society, including enhance 
our rescue ability (contemplation, consciousness, attitude); improve our rescue 
technology and equipment (means); scientifically discern government 
responsibility in DRR; 
 
In summary, we hope our team and the social solidarity all over the world could 
make joint efforts, to promote current existed service and develop new ability for 
DRR using the cutting edge research from different professional majors like the 
application fields in smart city construction. Essentially, make effort to develop 
practical and commercial product  (including pricing commodity and service for 
DRR), in the hope of reducing loss of the natural disaster and making a 
contribution of our value.	



Smart city construction that applies business rules are sustainable 
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cooperation and innovation 

§  Make use of satellite technology  to address urban challenges, improve 
people’s quality of living as well as Hong Kong’s sustainability, efficiency and 
safety; 

§  Select competitive institutions or companies to lead the construction of this 
ecosystem, which is based on big satellite data, and enhance the effectiveness 
of city management. 

§  Allocate fund properly, cultivate professional technicians and equip them with 
high-tech devices to support  “Smart Mobility”, “Smart Living”, “Smart 
Environment”, “Smart People”, “Smart Government” and “Smart 
Economy”.  
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Opportunities for the Asia-Pacific youngsters 

ü  Follow the high-tech trend ahead: a 
band-new technology that helps HK build the 
image as a world tech center. 

 
ü  Progressively expand to various 

industries: brainstorming on more 
application scenario. 

 
ü  Cooperate with university labs: 

develop satellite-based solutions together 
with experts and professionals in Asia Pacific.  

 
ü  Create more job opportunities: help the 

youth get to know the fundamentals of 
satellite technology and make it practical.  
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Thanks! 


